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Global markets remain stable as COVID worsens
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• Global dairy markets remained relatively stable through the 4th quarter of 2020 –
once again except for volatility in the US as cheese prices returned to reality.

• There are mixed regional fundamentals affecting global markets, but the outlook is  
mostly bullish in terms of commodity product prices, with slowing growth in milk  
output in Europe and Oceania and sustained retail demand for consumer staples.  
The US remains the weakest market of the sector with strong milk growth and  
faltering demand as COVID restrictions keep food service channels in deep distress.

• The new Biden Administration will continue to intervene in US and world dairy  
markets in the first half of 2021 by doling out stimulus payments to households and  
extending dairy product buying and donation programs to soak up the likely growth  
in US milk supply through April. Meanwhile it will support milk supply and pay more  
subsidies to farmers.

• Otherwise, the resilience of demand for products should underpin market stability.  
This will continue to be tested in coming months however as COVID infections  
worsen, invoking stricter movement restrictions in many major economies. The  
uncertainty of the extended employment losses and the reduced savings buffer and  
stimulus measures on dairy consumption remains a cloud on the outlook.

• While vaccines are now being rolled out, there is great variation in the scenarios for  
return to “normality” of life, mobility and food consumption. Meanwhile the  
changes in mobility and shopping habits will continue to alter the composition of  
demand for dairy products and ingredients – some with permanent effect.

• Important developing economies of China and, South East Asia have shown the way  
in responding to a pandemic and while large risks remain, buyers in these markets  
are likely to be less cautious compared to experience to date.

• As COVID vaccination programs race against the spread of new more virulent COVID  
strains, economic recoveries will be patchy, and currency movements have the  
potential to add to volatility in export returns.

• On the supply side, New Zealand pasture conditions are rapidly drying post the
spring peak. In Europe conditions are mixed, but the spring peak will be important in 
determining product mix and export availability. The major concern is in the US 
where milk production is surging, and will be encouraged by further government 
programs announced by the incoming Biden Administration.

1. Summary
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What it means for Australian dairy farmers

• Our outlook indicates the Commodity Milk Value (CMV) will remain weaker  
than $5.50/kgms over the full 2020/21 season. Our mid-range estimate for the  
CMV for the current season is $5.40/kgms, implying an  average southern milk 
price of $5.95/kgms once value added and domestic  premium is added.

• This is well below where prices were set for the 2020/21 season. In our view,  
there remains little or no prospect for any step-ups in milk prices for the  
remainder of 2020/21.

• The CMV has weakened over the season, primarily due to the strength of the 
Australian dollar. In early June the exchange rate was around US$0.66, but 
more recently the dollar has been trading in the mid to high $US0.70 range.

• With the suite of variables impacting the global economy, there are wide range  
of forecasts for the A$ v US$ over the next year, with the average over the  
2020/21 season near US73c, extending to US77c for 2021/22.

• In 2021/22, our preliminary view is for the CMV is $5.40/kgms, (assuming
A$1=US77c), which is about 60c/kgms lower than it was at 1 June 2020. This 
view may change as market conditions are volatile given the rapid spread of 
COVID-19 in the world.

• COVID impacts on cheese demand remain an important influence on US and  
EU dairy markets and export availability. If domestic consumption falters,  
more aggressive competition is likely in Asian markets. Local foodservice  
markets are recovering, but risks remain from short-term lockdowns and  
movement restrictions – including border closures – disrupting supply chains  
and consumption.



2. Some key market indicators

The government responses to the 2nd wave of COVID infections  
have been variable, but mobility has generally been reduced.

COVID risks remain well into 2021

Milk growth in the top 5 exporters is expected to gradually  
slow in the first half of 2021, while milk values are expected  

to firm

Since the September quarter the global market has been in  
small over-supply – mostly reflecting US cheese stocks. A  

situation that is expected to remain into 2021

Economic recovery is expected in 2021 and 2022, particularly in  
countries that have successfully dealt with COVID

We expect improved economic conditions to support demand  
and underpin global market stability, improving commodity  

prices in US$ terms

Milk production has been relatively stable, despite the  
continued effects of COVID-19. The US is a notable  

exception where output has surged

*MSE is a milk equivalents calculation based on the butterfat and protein  
used in commodity products.
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3. COVID-19 and dairy

A very long, bumpy road to “normal”

• COVID-19 remains the major factor impacting the outlook for dairy markets, with the  
combined physical restrictions on exposed food sales channels and the pervasive  
economic impacts on households due to lost employment.

• Experience from first wave restrictions, while initially negative, ultimately had a mild  
impact on dairy markets. The upshot from that early phase was that grocery shopping  
to replace meals that would previously be consumed out of the home essentially held  
dairy’s demand intact. In the US which has a greater food service exposure,  government 
product purchases lifted around 2% of milk from the market between May  and 
October, while it also assisted more farmers to stay in business.

• Effects on household incomes in major producing exporters were cushioned by pre-
existing savings and early stimulus supports. Buyers in the developing world took  
advantage of the weaker prices through the September quarter of last year and into  
December quarter, helping keep markets in balance. While there were some changes in  
the composition of dairy demand, at a commodity level stability has prevailed.

• The spread of COVID-19 has worsened and is now clearly out of control in a number of  
major population regions. We are well into 2nd and 3rd wave phases of the spread of  
infections across the US and EU. We have seen governments again react (some slowly  
and reluctantly) with lockdowns and movement restrictions while cold weather  
enforces limits on venues.

• These limits on food service and convenience channels will potentially create a different  
impact through post festive winter months and into Q2-2021, while a reasonable  
portion of disadvantaged households have worked through savings, and stimulus  
measures have weakened. This will put pressure on discretionary spending in dairy and  
other categories. It is inevitable that consumers make choices to save money in food  
purchases, which exposes the broad dairy category to some risks in coming months.

• Dairy markets appear calm ahead of this inevitability – possibly assuming the impact  
will be much milder than the first time round.

• Vaccines have been purchased and approved for use in most major countries and roll-
outs have commenced for the most critical recipients. The timelines for effective  
control of COVID vary widely with a large number of influences as shown on the right.
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4. Commodity overview

What will support prices What will weaken prices Expected direction in 2021
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• Slow growth in milk output in the EU
• Tight global supplies compared to the past 4 years.
• NZ reducing SMP output to cut butterfat surpluses
• Affordability remains favorable in a number of key demand  

regions including China
• Recovering whey protein prices

• Expected slowing in US milk growth
• Stronger € weakens EU’s share of trade
• Weak Mexican demand with poor economic outlook
• Weaker trade following shipment surge at lower prices

Steadily firming on the EU’s lead,  
with sustained NZ premium

• Strong EU retail demand
• Low NZ export prices should spark improved demand
• NZ altering product mix to avoid surpluses

• Rising US stocks and weaker cream multiples
• EU butter stocks may build with cream surpluses

• Cream demand in the US with faltering food service  
openings

• Weak developing market demand with poor food service  
sales

Steady with fragile demand and  
increasing EU and US supplies

• Steady EU prices as retail demand offsets foodservice  
weaknesses

• US consumers trading down should lift cheese use and  
keep prices firm

• Possibility of further US government purchases

• Improving demand as food service recovers in Oceania and  
Asian markets

• Increasing US supplies with milk growth and expanded  
processing capacity

• Stuttering recovery for foodservice in 2nd waves affecting  
mozzarella demand

• Strong improvement in Nth Asian demand
• Likely intense competition in key Asian markets
• Brexit no-deal will push more cheese onto world market

Firmer to steady with pricing of EU  
and US competition

• Slowing NZ milk output post spring peak
• GDT results and futures prices supported by persistent  

Chinese involvement
• Still affordable for SE Asian and Chinese buyers

• Rising Chinese milk prices sustain WMP import advantage  
and support demand

• Increased Latin American availability
• Fragile demand from some regions
• Increased uncertainty may limit demand from MENA

Finely balanced with slow gains in  
trade and supply
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6. Australian outlook
Critical issues Outlook factors
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• After strong recovery in milk production in H2-2020, milk growth  
stalled in spring, despite the increasing evidence of La Nina  
conditions.

• While feed availability and costs in southern regions are likely to  
remain supportive of growth in milk supplies, confidence is  
weaker and farm exits have affected recent production data.  
Grain prices continued to ease in southern regions in December.

• January to March is likely to be wetter than average for much of  
Australia, particularly in the east. The chance of exceeding  
median rainfall is greater than 70% for much of Queensland and  
eastern parts of NSW and Victoria, increasing to 80% and above  
in eastern Queensland.

• Irrigation storages levels in the Murray Darling Basin have  
continued to improve. Feed grain prices remain below long-term  
averages.

• Year-on-year decreases in milk production in H1-
2021 due to the high comparatives in good  
pasture conditions in H1-2020. This will leave the  
full season output flat.

• Conditions in smaller, fresh milk regions in  
northern states have improved, which will put less  
pressure on milk supply manufacturing regions.
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• Spot commodity milk values remain near A$5.00-5.20/kgms.

• There are limited prospects for a material increase in milk prices  
given the weakness in the commodity milk value due to the  
sustained decline in the US$.

• Average milk prices for manufacturers are broadly in the range of  
A$6.40 to A$6.60/kgms with minor step-ups in the past quarter.

• Our mid-range estimate for the commodity milk  
value in 2020/21 has fallen to near A$5.40/kgMS, 
well below where prices were set in June.

• In 2021/22, our preliminary view is for the CMV  
to remain around A$5.40/kgms, assuming an 
exchange rate A$1=US77c.
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• Foodservice markets have re-opened with the removal of (most)
COVID restrictions, but risks remain and short lockdowns will be
implemented from time to time as anxious governments manage
the return of overseas travellers to their states.

• Cheese imports have been inconsistent – most increases  
observed in 2020 have been from the US – barrel cheese at times  
when the US market is weak.

• Cheese prices may come under pressure from  
export competitors.

• Butterfat prices will improve with more re-
opening of food service outlets over time.
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